Smart Interact Navigation Entertainment System user manual
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1. **Attentions**

1. Any operation affecting your safe drive cannot be made but after parking safely.
2. No working in the extremely high-temperature or low-temperature environment, e.g. the starting temperature in the car is in the extent from -10 to 55 °C.
3. To avoid any short circuit or other accidents, do not fall any metal (screw, coin or tools) into the device.
4. Do not touch the automatic antenna with an earthling conductor for the avoidance of any short circuit.
5. Because of the momentary high voltage caused by startup of the car, please turn on the player after the full startup of the car and turn off it if the car is to be stopped.
6. While inserting any Disk, USB or SD card, please avoid any hair or impurity entering the cassette of Disk, USB or SD card. Keep the unit clear.

**Note:**

Don't expose the batteries to extreme heat.
Put the plug in place easy access to it always.

2. **Features**

Main decoder: latest MTK 3360 chip
Playable Disk :DVD-R，DVD-RW，VCD，SVCD，CD，WMA，MP4，MP3，AVI，JPEG，PNG

Video decoder: RMVB，AVI，MPEG-2，MWV，ASF with 1080P high definition
Audio decoder: based on SDP digital audio decoder.
Built in Bluetooth and GPS
Built in AM/FM with 18 FM stations and 12 AM stations
Support USB/SD
USB/SD card reading capacity: 32G
Support Back camera
Remote control
IPOD

**Special Car products feature:**
Fix panel and connect with original car directly without changing tail wire
3. Installation
This unit is designed for 12V DC (connecting to other than 12V unit will be damage ) negative ground operation system only.

4. Panel and key

VOL: decrease or increase the Vol
TUNE: PREV and Next
FM: Enter FM/AM
DVD: Enter DVD
RES: Reset the system
MIC: Mic for Bluetooth
AUX: Aux input
GPS: GPS socket
SD: SD socket
USB: USB socket

△: Eject Disk button
Answering telephone

MENU: Press this key to change between the main menu and present menu.
MODE: Press this key to change between the mode.

POW/MUTE: Short press Power ON, 13seconds enter into FM, long press this key for POWER OFF, under power on mode, short press this key for Mute function.

NAVI: Under power on mode, short press this key to enter into GPS mode if GPS card is inserted, press again to return pervious mode.
5. Power on operation

5.1 Power on operation (UI1)

Press POW/VOL button once to turn the unit on. Press and told to Turn OFF.

Remark: once turn on the unit, FM mode is in default, press to enter into home page, total two pages, change by clicking the time display side, see below:

On home page, high-lighted icon indicate the present working mode.

Feature as below:

- **Radio** Enter into FM
- **Background image change**
- **Increase or decrease Vol button**
- **Eject disk button**
- **Time and date**
- **Enter into GPS**
- **External AV_IN / Front camera mode**
- **Disk play mode**
- **USB play mode**
- **Bluetooth connection mode**
- **TV play mode**
- **enter into SET mode**
- **Calculator**
5.2 Power on operation (UI2)

Press POW/VOL button once to turn the unit on. Press and told to Turn OFF.

Remark: once turn on the unit, FM mode is in default, press to enter into home page, total two pages, change by clicking the time display side, see below:

Feature as below:

- Enter into FM
- Disk play mode
- USB play mode
- enter into SET mode
- Eject disk button
- Bluetooth connection mode
- Time and date
- SD play mode
- Enter into GPS
- APP
- External AV_IN / Front camera mode
- backtrack
6. Radio operation

FM / AM mode switch

Tuning frequency according to the step frequency

Long press, Radio scan from low frequency/ high frequency to low /high frequency and play once it scans the station.

Press to auto scan from present station if there is no signal. Press any key to stop scanning.

When scan to radio station, it will stop and play for one second and continue to next, it will stored this station by long pressing the located station during the short time playing period.

Press to store stations

Current work area frequency,

Radio frequency scale, representing the current work area frequency.

Default in FM mode

Under FM mode, press to change between short range and long range.

Remark: no function under AM mode
7. CD/DVD/USB/SD Operations

If the disk inside the units , when power on, press on home page it comes to disk play, See below:

**Touch key operation:**
- Play/pause
- Stop
- PREV and next
- Playing process
- RDM
- REPEAT
- Select the playlist
- CD/ VCD and DVD is playing, press to stop, and again press to continue
- Press to restore the current state of play.

**U-disk and SD card operation**

Audio / Video / Picture playing interface:

- Rotation
- The picture list
Go to playing list, four categories as below:

![Image](image)

a. On left side
   Folder, Video, Picture, Audio
   Folder is for video files, audio files, pictures, default in audio files playing.

b. On right side:
   ![Page Flipping Icons](image)
   For page flipping, between these two icons it shows total pages and current page of play, in the middle of menu, it shows programs list.
8. Bluetooth Operation

Press **or** for Bluetooth:

Press **BT OFF** to turn Bluetooth system and **will be high-lighted, press this for BT connection**

**Connecting BT:** to use Bluetooth hand free function, make connection first, i.e. match the host with the Bluetooth mobile phone

**Operation Steps:**

Set the host to be matching state, and open the Bluetooth of our mobile phone and the mobile phone to search device **CAR_KIT**, the mobile phone shall prompt to match password with the Bluetooth when it has searched the Bluetooth device.

Input Bluetooth Password 0000 to the mobile phone and confirm, then the Display will show, then connect successfully. And the host shall convert to Bluetooth state if there is incoming calls.

Once successful connected, press **come to blue menu: press ** for calling:
Backspace  Make a phone call
Cut off a phone call  Vol +/- Vol -
Change sound between Car and phone device

- 0-9 dialing digital keys, “#” “*” is code key

Press \[\text{ret}\] synchronize the phone book on mobile to the unit, the user can \(\text{to check the phone book and make a phone call}\)
Press \[\text{to check the dialing record, see below:}\]
Press \[\text{for Bluetooth music, see below:}\]

When play Bluetooth music, user press \[\text{on the unit for stop, \(\text{for prev,}\}\]
\[\text{for play/pause, \(\text{for next ECT.}\}\]
9. Set up operation

Press for set up system, see below:

General set:

Sound set:

Factory set:

Brake set
GPS MUX set
Language set

Beep set
GPS path set
calibrate open

Car LOGO set

Touch Calibration set up:

Enter Touch settings, press CONFIRM to calibrate by using touch pen aim at the + icon one by one, suggest to use special touch pen.
10. Navigation set

When the user first time use the new MAP, the system fail to find map, it will jump Navigation interface, see below:

Or enter to above interface from SET UP, choose the map and confirm, then return to main menu to enter Navigation or press the key NAVI on panel.

11. SWC set

Press 🎌 to enter steel wheel control learning interface, see below:

This unit has 8 common used steel wheel control learning, which is suit for all type of car.

Connect this unit steel wheel control wire, normally there are two control wire, KEY1 and KEY2 to host steel wheel control A/D wire, use one hand press the key on steel wheel and use another hand to touch same key on the unit to for matching, once successfully matched, the touch key will become gray color, in this way to learn one by one, press to finish learning matching, if failed matching, user need to press and do one more time.
12. Audio set

Scene selection with more than six different scenes

Audio effect Set  Loudness on or off

Over bass selection  Reset

13. Time and date set

press display area to Enter Time menu as follow:

Press Time set to enter the time and date settings:

Mark this, time will be same as GPS, if user wants to modify the time, do not mark and press to confirm or cancel.